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MESSAGE BY ASSOC. PROF. IR DR NURSYARIZAL BIN MOHD NOR
I am feeling very honored on this auspicious event
titled as “IEEE DAY 2020”, that reminds all
professional engineers and researchers about our aims
and objectives that is simply “Leveraging Technology
for a Better Tomorrow”.
This year even after having the pandemic situation the
team did not stop and arranged various webinars and
workshops around the globe virtually which I
witnessed personally- credit goes to entire team. Among the list of
achievements I must say that IEEE UTP student branch is among the 60
teams around the globe and the one among three teams from all over
Malaysia that has secured IEEE humanitarian activities and special group
interest for humanitarian technology grant for COVID-19 this year- I
personally appreciate the efforts of the team that comprises of Dr. Vijanth
Sagayan Asirvadham, Dr. Saiful Azrin B. M. Zulkifli and Primary Applicant Mr.
Ghulam E Mustafa Abro who is PhD Scholar at our department of electrical
and electronic engineering.
Moreover, the launching of our first edition of IEEE UTP Student Branch
Newsletter is itself one of the biggest achievements to highlight the events
throughout the year and appreciate the IEEE volunteer work of each
member. I hereby request Dr. Gilbert Strang who is Professor of Mathematics
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States of America, Mr.
Krishna Murthy who is one of the Research Scholars at Université de
Montréal, Canada, Assoc. Prof. Ir Dr Rosdiazli bin Ibrahim Dean CGS and
Assoc. Prof. Ir. Dr Irraivan Elamvazuthi to please join me launching of this
Newsletter.
I hope this effort will motivate other students too for joining the IEEE
Student branch and leverage technology for a better tomorrow.
Thank you.
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MESSAGE BY BRANCH COUNSELLOR
It is an immense pleasure and in fact a matter of great
honour for me to address you all through this first
edition of IEEE UTP Official Newsletter. IEEE stands for
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineering that is
one of the largest professional engineering community
that works for the betterment of humanity by
advancing the technology.
Being a branch counsellor, I have witnessed various events by several
elected IEEE Student Branches but this year during even due to the
pandemic situation, this elected body has done second to none job and
proved the true essence of volunteerism for IEEE community by engaging
themselves in several activities.
This newsletter will witness all the highlights of entire six months from
January 2020 to July 2020. Moreover, the events that were conducted
virtually were so informative and encouraging for entire professional
community. The chronicles of such achievements will drive you through the
most entertaining activities of previous six months through this bi-annual
edition of our newsletter.
I hope you will enjoy reading this and encourage in your surrounding fellows
to join IEEE UTP Student branch and experience the difference.

Dr. Irraivan Elamvazuthi
Counsellor IEEE UTP SB & Associate Professor
Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering
Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia
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MESSAGE BY EDITOR IN CHIEF
Welcome to the volume 01 and issue 01 of IEEE
(SB) student branch newsletter, UTP (University
Teknologi PETRONAS). I am honoured to assume
the responsibilities and duties of an editor in chief
for the newsletter. IEEE SB, UTP provides
opportunities for students to connect, grow, and
compete with fellow students through a gamut of
competitions, workshops, and conferences. In the
14-years tenure of this student branch, it helped in
the significant development of student networks and collaborations. The
success of the IEEE sStudent branch is due to the efforts of the diverse
strengths of our team.
This year marks a pronounced challenge in the history of IEEE SB UTP
because of the restrictions imposed by COVID-19. To fully harness the best
outcomes of these challenging situations, we encourage remote events
ensuring the safety of students. Although we anticipate prodigious
challenges in these current situations, our team is committed to helping
improving skill and network of students through various activities.
I am delighted to set forth the yearly activates by our team of IEEE Student
Branch, Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia.
Gadipudi Nivesh
Chair IEEE UTP SB & Editor in Chief
IEEE UTP Newsletter 2020-21
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MESSAGE BY ASSOCIATE EDITOR
On behalf of the Editorial Board, I would like to
thank our entire team who has invested significant
efforts to produce the first edition of IEEE UTP
Official Newsletter.
I am honoured to assume the responsibilities of
Associate Editor of this edition. I am grateful to the
IEEE UTP Student branch for this opportunity to
contribute to this flourishing thriving newsletter.
The success of this edition is due to the efforts of my predecessors and the
internationally diverse team.
I have seen and experienced significant positive changes while the
evolvement of this newsletter that has surely increased its impact on our
upcoming readers.
This newsletter is committed to address several events, trainings and short
technical publications by IEEE members. I hereby appreciate the
indispensable contribution of the members also who have contributed their
part to deliver these objectives.
I am sure that the fresh enthusiasm and the technical support of our entire
team, will allow the IEEE UTP OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER to expand in scope
and depth, attract both traditional and emerging collaborative events from
other student branches, sections and regions to improve the recognition and
quality even further.
Tan Li Tung
Vice Chair IEEE UTP SB & Associate Editor
IEEE UTP Newsletter 2020-21
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MESSAGE BY MANAGING EDITOR
I am honoured to assume the responsibilities of
Managing Editor of this edition. I am grateful to the
IEEE UTP Student branch for this opportunity to
manage the first and formal edition of IEEE UTP
Newsletter; the concept of letting people know about
our activities within the campus and around the
section and region. This Newsletter comprises of all
activities that our team carried out from January to
September 2020 since our formation. In addition to this, we believe that this
newsletter will be a source of appreciating the IEEE Volunteers who have
been working without any personal benefits and contributing to branch and
section.
I hereby acknowledge the efforts of our team members without whom
support this idea could never be turned into reality. Seizing the moment, I
would like to extend the sincere gratitude to Chair IEEE Malaysia Section
named Assoc. Prof. Dr. Fawnizu who guided me in taking part in IEEE
activities and providing the concept of this newsletter and our branch
mentor named Assoc. Prof. Dr. Irraivan who supported the idea and
supervising the entire issue personally.
I am sure that the IEEE UTP OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER shall expand in scope
and depth, attract both traditional and emerging collaborative events from
other student branches, sections and regions to improve the recognition and
quality even further.
Hoping that this newsletter will provide you a good insight about our team
and branch activities.
Thanking you
Ghulam E Mustafa Abro
Secretary IEEE UTP SB & Managing Editor
IEEE UTP Newsletter 2020-21
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1. ANNUAL REPORT OF YEAR 2019-20
The journey started by calling an annual general meeting (AGM) for the student branch on 20th
February 2019 where all previous year events and statistics have been discussed and addressed.
The meeting was attended by IEEE graduate student members and student members of UTP,
Malaysia. The meeting started-off with a welcoming address by the previous Chair, summary
of 2018 activities and financial status. Then proceeded with dissolution of 2018 committee
members, followed by opening the election of 2019 committee members. The main committee
members of IEEE UTP Student Branch for 2019 are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Chair: Kishore Bingi
Vice Chair: Kelvin Koh kai wen
Secretary: Saranya Krishnamurthy
Treasurer: Niharika Singh,

Executive Committee:
•
•
•
•

Moslem Uddin
Upasana Lakhina,
Ding Su
Teo shi Ling

Here are some of the glimpses of this AGM as shown below:

The very first event organized by this branch was titled as “IEEE UTP SB International
Women’s Day 2019 Celebrations”. On March 8th, the International Women’s Day 2019 was
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celebrated at UTP in collaboration with IEEE WIE Malaysia chapter. Attendees were served
with cakes and had opportunities networking in relaxed environment.

IEEE and WIE AG members of our branch celebrating International Women’s Day 2019 on 8 th March 2019.

The student branch realises that without branch volunteers these activities will not be possible
to execute it in a better way hence they went for membership drive too in their tenure. On 23rd
of March 2019, IEEE UTP Student Branch organized a membership seminar in which benefits
of being an IEEE member as well as a guide on how to use IEEE Resources as a student member
were briefly explained. The event was conducted by IEEE Malaysia Section chair Dr. Fawnizu
Azmadi Hussin. During the presentation, students were exposed to a wealth of information
regarding IEEE. They gained insight on how IEEE works, how it is beneficial to the students,
and the global reach of IEEE. The speaker highlighted the opportunities in IEEE.

IEEE Malaysia Section chair Dr. Fawnizu Azmadi Hussin motivating students to join IEEE and experience
the difference
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Keeping the same zeal and commitment, the newly formed body organized several researchoriented activities. The hands-on training on LaTeX Article Writing and UTP Thesis Format
was successfully held on 15th April 2019 at Block1, Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS. This
intensive one-day hands-on training course was organized by IEEE UTP Student Branch in
collaboration with Postgraduate Student Council (PGSC) of UTP conducted by Dr. Kishore
Bingi, Research Scientist from Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, UTP.
LaTeX has become a de facto standard for preparing and exchanging documents in our
academic world. The aim of this training is to ensure the abilities of students to use LaTeX
software that would benefit throughout their research journey. We have received 94% Positive
Feedback on the hands-on training.

Some glimpses of LaTeX Workshop 2019.
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This was not an end but just a beginning, IEEE UTP Student branch then went for organizing
the research conference at International event. The conference named as “17th IEEE Student
Conference on Research and Development (SCOReD)” was successfully held at Universiti
Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP), Malaysia from 15-17 Oct 2019. This flagship conference is
organized by IEEE Malaysia Section and IEEE UTP Student Branch in collaboration with
Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS and IEEE Robotics and Automation Society Malaysia
Chapter. The conference provides a platform for local and international researchers, engineers
and scientists from academia and industry to present and discuss the latest technological
advances and research progress in the fields of electrical, electronics, communication,
biomedical engineering, materials and other related areas. There were following achievements
as mentioned below:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Highest number of submissions in SCOReD history of around 152
Accepted number of papers are 65. Thus, the acceptance ratio is 42.7%
65% Local participants and 35% International participants from Bangladesh, Belgium,
Germany, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Japan, Philippines, Qatar and Vietnam
Secured one special session proposal
Secured "Student Travel Grant" support from IEEE Robotics and Automation Society
Malaysia Chapter, IEEE Computational Intelligence Society (CIS) Malaysia Chapter,
IEEE Power & Energy Society (PES) Malaysia Chapter, IEEE Circuits and Systems
Society Malaysia Chapter.
Secured Grant from IEEE Women in Engineering Malaysia Chapter
Secured Goodies Sponsor from Institute of Autonomous Systems of Universiti
Teknologi PETRONAS
Secured venue sponsor from Center for Student Development of Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS
Manged to publish the papers in IEEE eXplore in less than a month from the closing
date of conference.
Managed to save 50% of the total budget as profit.

Assoc. Prof. Ir Dr Rosdiazli bin Ibrahim Dean Center for Graduate Studies along with Dr. Nursyarizal and
Dr. Irraivan opening the conference formally.
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•
•
•
•

Promoted IEEE during the event and celebrated IEEE Day during the closing ceremony
and Gala Dinner of the Conference
Published two Newsletters in IEEE Malaysia Newsletter for Promoting the event
Presented 10 Best paper awards (5 Local and 5 International)
Presented 9 Student Travel Grants (4 Local and 5 International)

In addition to this we also secured FREE Travel Support from Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS for Social tour to "Gua Tempurang" for all the participants. Here are some
memorable moments of this event:

Conference highlights along with the social trip

Being an IEEE member, we always celebrate our IEEE Day and this team took it on very high
note and organized an IEEE Day 2019 by also appreciating the volunteers because without
their participation these events would never turn it into reality. On October 16th, the IEEE Day
2019 were celebrated at UTP. Attendees were served with cakes and had opportunities
networking in relaxed environment.
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IEEE Day 2019 Celebrations

Recognition is not limited to simple 'Thank you'; there are millions of ways to show
appreciation to team members in a much particular way. Meals bring people together; they
open people up! As meals are shared together, a special bond is created between these people
and better relationships are nourished. An appreciation lunch is a meaningful time out with all
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the team members. It opens up communication highways that nothing else can open. It allows
the student branch members feel wanted and motivated to do better in their positions.

IEEE UTP Student Branch Appreciation Lunch

In this tenure, the student branch has set up the tradition of sharing the experience and guiding
the juniors for research and in this regard IEEE UTP team organized an event named as “PG
Research: A Sharing Session”.

PG Research: A sharing session by Kishore Bingi, Research Scientist.

The purpose of this meeting is to encourage students to disseminate their scholarly work
through a journal publication and thesis writing. The training was conducted by Dr. Kishore
Bingi, Research Scientist from Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, UTP. He
completed his PhD in graduate on time with outstanding research award. He motivated the
postgraduate students to refine their plans to complete within time. Major Sections of the
Sharing Session included:
•
•
•

How to write an article and important point to pay attention.
How to select a journal for your manuscript?
How does peer review work?
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•
•
•
•

What are editors and publishers looking for?
Publishing ethics
What can you do to promote your research to get the visibility you deserve?
How to review a scientific article.

IEEE UTP student branch of this tenure 2019, not only organized the technical and research
events but in addition to this, we had some social events like International KL Cup 2019
organized by Salmi Othman and UTP. This event had been sponsored by IEEE RAS Malaysia
Chapter and supported by IEEE UTP Student Branch. Here are some glimpses of this event:

International KL Cup 2019 sponsored by IEEE RAS Malaysia Chapter and Supported by IEEE UTP SB.

Another similar event was Kuala Lumpur Kepong (KLK) Muhibbah Cup 2019 that was same
organized and sponsored by same respective authorities and supported by IEEE UTP Student
branch 2019. This had been a wonderful event and some of the cherishing pictures are shown
below:
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Kuala Lumpur Kepong (KLK) Muhibbah Cup 2019 sponsored by IEEE RAS Malaysia Chapter and Supported
by IEEE UTP SB.
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2. AGM’20 & NEW STUDENT BODY FORMATION
On 28th February 2020, Annual General Meeting held at CISR Training room of Universiti
Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia. All IEEE members including the executive committee
members attended this meeting. Dr. Kishore Bingi former chair IEEE UTP Student branch
shared all activities of the previous year 2019. Dr. Bingi welcome everyone in the annual
general meeting of IEEE UTP Student branch and afterwards the speech Dr. Irraivan spoke
over and appreciated the contributions and time that had been given to IEEE activities within
the branch and out of the branch by the EX-com members. Dr. Kishore presented the slides
related to all activities such that technical workshops, SCOReD 19, Non-technical activities,
upcoming preparations for IEEE International Advance Robotic Competition (IARC) 2020 at
Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia. Moreover, the constraints were also discussed
for less participation from all over the world and neighbouring countries unlike previous years
because of COVID-19. The budget Utilization was also shared with contrast to number of
activities. During this meeting the previous body had been dissolved and elections for new
body took place in the presence of branch counsellor respected Assoc. Prof. Dr Irraivan Al
Elamvazuthi. The new body formed as given below:

New Elected Student Body for IEEE UTP Student Branch 2020
Name
Nivesh Gadipudi
Tan Li Tung
Ghulam E Mustafa Abro
Arun Mozhi Deva
Niharika Singh
Noor Farahdila Abdullah
Sara Maira M Hizam
Mohammed Elashmawy

Designation
Chair
Vice Chair
General Secretary
Treasurer

Executive Members

Assoc. Prof. Dr Irraivan Al Elamvazuthi branch counsellor and Former Chair thanked all the
attendees and the meeting was adjourned. Light refreshment was also organized for the
attendees Group Photo of newly elected body.
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3. IEEE UTP SB CLINCHED IEEE HAC & SIGHT GRANT
Since the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the world in an unprecedented manner, and for
that reason, IEEE HAC and SIGHT Projects have joined forces to prioritize grassroots
proposals/projects that have a strong potential for immediate impact in the fight against
COVID-19. We are proud to share that IEEE Student Branch of Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS, Malaysia has secured this grant funding for one of its projects and hereby
congratulates the entire team for the efforts.

In addition to this, it is to share that only 03 projects have been accepted from entire IEEE
Malaysia Section for this IEEE HAC and SIGHT Grant 2020. Thus, we acknowledge the
efforts by the team, mentors and last but not the least the support of our advisor IEEE UTP
SB respected Sir Dr. Irraivan Elamvazuthi.
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4. SEMINARS ON “COVID-19 AND CONTROL SYSTEMS” by Mr. Ghulam
Mustafa Abro
IEEE student branch of Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia has been always
supportive to encourage their members to share the technical and motivational sessions to
several audiences. This time Mr. Ghulam E Mustafa Abro General Secretary IEEE UTP student
branch and the Doctoral Student at Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
presented various technical and motivational talks and highlighted the name of IEEE UTP
student branch not only in Malaysia section but in Pakistan Section also virtually due to
COVID-19.

Mr. Abro delivered a technical session on "Study of COVID-19 in the light of Control Systems"
on 19th May 2020. This was a webinar session conducted for two different audience around the
globe. They asked various questions and appreciated the simulation results too. The main
objective of this session was to create an interest among the students of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics for control systems and for performing mathematical modelling
for any epidemiological complex model such that COVID-19.

Mr. Abro spoke on "Fuzzy based Intelligent Control Design Using MATLAB/Simulink". This
webinar was organized by Department of Mathematics and Office of Research Innovation and
Commercialization ORIC, City University of Science and Information Technology CUSIT,
Peshawar today 29 June 2020.
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Mr. Abro had been invited at IEEE Student Professional Activities Conferences 2020 held on
26th July 2020 virtually. This event was jointly organized by IEEE USA, IEEE DHA Suffa
University Karachi Pakistan and IEEE Karachi Section. Mr. Abro talked on "COVID-19 Crises
or a moment to grab an Opportunity".

Delivered a technical talk on “Review of Hybrid Control Designs for Underactuated Quadrotor
with Unmodelled Dynamic Factors" at one of the biggest events "PLUGIN 2020" on 22nd
August 2020. This event was organized by IEEE Karachi Pakistan Section with the
collaboration of Quaid E Awam University of Engineering Sciences and Technology QUEST,
Nawabshah Pakistan.
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5. SEMINAR ON “TENSORFLOW AND NEURAL NETS” by Mr. Nivesh
Gadipudi
This technical webinar (virtual) is entitled as "Introduction to
Neural Networks using TensorFlow 2.0" held on 3rd July
2020. The webinar covered an extensive discussion on Neural
Networks; one of the intelligent and adaptive algorithms in
today's world using Tensor Flow 2.0. by Mr. Nivesh Gadipudi,
who is one of our PhD Students at the Department of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering, Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS, Malaysia.
This session is brought to you up by the Vellore Institute of
Technology, Chennai India and supported by IEEE UTP
Student branch along with IEEE Robotic and Automation
Society (RAS) Malaysia Chapter.

6. SEMINAR ON “RECENT TRENDS IN ROBOTICS APPLICATIONS” by
DR. Irraivan Elamvazuthi
IEEE Student Branch of Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS,
Malaysia believes in providing the current and latest trends
of 21st Century-Industry. Thus, this time the webinar
entitled as "Recent Trends in Robotics Applications" on 5th
July, 2020 conducted by Dr. Irraivan Elamvazuthi who is
currently working as Associate Professor at Department of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS, Malaysia and He is also presenting his
services as Chair for IEEE Robotic and Automation Society
(RAS), Malaysia Chapter.
This webinar is brought up to you by the collaboration of
IEEE UTP Student Branch, IEEE RAS Malaysia Chapter
and Vellore Institute of Technology, Chennai India.
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7. SEMINAR ON “DATA PREDICTION AND VISUALIZATION USING R” by
Mr. Nirbahi Mathur
On 8th July 2020, IEEE UTP SB, Malaysia with the
collaboration of Office of Research, Innovation and
Commercialization ORIC and department of Mathematics
City University of Science and IT Peshawar Pakistan
organized hands on webinar on "Data Prediction and
Visualization" by Mr. Nirbhay Mathur.
The webinar attended by more than 50+ participants
including the faculty of City University, Peshawar Pakistan.
Here are the few glimpses of the webinar
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8. SEMINAR ON “INTRODUCTION TO PSIM FOR SIMULATING THE
POWER ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS” by Mr. Sanzad Lumen
On Saturday, June 20th IEEE UTP Student branch
organized a webinar on how to simulate and analyse
power electronic circuit simulations. The main
objectives of this webinar were:
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to PSIM, it’s the library and different
tools
Simple circuit simulation, signal visualization and
measurement in PSIM
Signal plotting, signal manipulation, and
image/data storing
Simulation of DC/DC, AC/DC and DC/AC
converter
Simulation of Electric motor and PV module

Here are few snapshots of the webinar:
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9. SEMINAR ON “URBAN VANETS’S” by Dr. Khaleel Husain
Dr. Khaleel Husain an IEEE member and Research
Scientist at UTP conducted a talk on receiver-based
Routing to facilitate Remote Monitoring Applications in
Urban Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) on June
15th, 2020.
The Webinar described the issues in deploying existing
receiver-based routing protocols in urban areas while also
highlighting a solution to address the issue. The Webinar
had also offered the evaluation details to highlight the
performance improvements of the routing solution. The
objectives of this webinar are as given below:
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Remote Monitoring Applications and Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks
Routing Protocols, and their Classification in VANETs.
Basic Idea of Receiver-based Routing, Existing literature, and Current Issues
Receiver-based Routing Enhancement through Utilization of Urban Area Features.
Study of the Impact of Enhancement through Performance Evaluat ion.
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10. D SEMINAR ON “HIGH IMPACT FACTOR SURVEY/ REVIEW PAPER” by
Dr. Kashif Nisar
IEEE Student Branch of Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS, Malaysia supports technical and nontechnical webinars and workshops. Thus, in order to
organize such workshops which are beneficial for
Undergraduate and Postgraduate students both. This time
our team had organized a virtual webinar on "High Impact
Factor Survey/Review Paper" by Dr Kashif Nisar on 15th
July, 2020.
Dr. Kashif Nisar, is one of the Senior Members at IEEE and
Professor at faculty of Computing and Informatics
University Malaysia Sabah. Moreover, it’s a matter of pride
to share that Dr. Kashif is also an alumnus of Universiti
Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia. We personally encourage participation from anywhere
around the globe in this seminar.
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11. STUDENT PROFESSIONAL AWARENESS CONFERENCE SPAC 2020
Report by Ghulam E Mustafa Abro
IEEE Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia has organized one of the biggest events so
far titled as “Student Professional Awareness Conference SPAC 2020 ” on 11th September
2020. This event was full of professional and research-oriented talks from one of the great
researchers and senior IEEE members so far. The event was attended by more than 300+
audience around the globe.
In the list of renowned guest speakers we had Assoc. Prof. Dr. Fawnizu Azmadi Hussin
(Current Chair IEEE Malaysia section), Assoc. Prof. Dr. Norliza Bte Mohd Noor (Past Chair
IEEE Malaysia Section and Faculty member at Universiti Teknologi Malaysia), Ms. Nita Patel,
SMIEEE and Senior Director for Engineering at L3Harris Technologies, USA, Dr. Adel
Abudlla Al Refaei (Fromer Chair IEEE Bahrain Section and Academic Director Laurels Center
for Education Services Energy & ESCO Consultants. Bahrain), Dr. Zain Anwar Ali (SMIEEE
& Senior Research Scientist at Beijing Normal University China), Mr. Muhammad Irfan, PhD
Scholar and Vice Chair IEEE City University Hong Kong and last but not the least Mr.
Mohammad Hussain (Section Student Representative Malaysia Section).
In the event IEEE UTP SB also celebrated the Malaysia National Day 2020 by playing the
national anthem. Here are few glimpses of this virtual event:

Some glimpses of the webinar
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Thanking you for reading this issue.
For more news and updates please follow us on
below mentioned links:
Website: https://www.ieeeutp.org
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/ieeeutp
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/ieee_utpsb/

